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Abstract. A time series is a temporally ordered sequence of measurements that could for example capture
a physical process. In recent years, the amount of unlabelled sensor data has grown significantly through
the increase in computational power and omnipresence of sensors such as in smart devices. The literature,
however, contains a great selection of time series classification algorithms that require labelled datasets
as a ground truth for training. We can adapt the applied principals to assist solving unsupervised time
series problems like motif discovery, signal segmentation or change point detection. In this study project,
we propose to study a self-supervised methodology that attaches hypothetical labels to consecutive time
series segments and uses a time series classifier to discriminate self-similar regions. We divide a time series
repeatedly at increasing offsets (split points) into two segments and attach the hypothetical label (-1) to
the left segment and (+1) to the right one. We classify each split and create a classification score profile
with the corresponding accuracies. The profile displays how self-similar the left and right region is for
every split point. We want to explore classification score profiles for segmenting time series into self-similar
regions where the highest accuracy could indicate abrupt shifts like change points. Future directions of
this work include signal segmentation as well as anomaly detection.
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1 Introduction

A time series is an ordered sequence of real-valued measurements that could for example capture a
physical process. Time series analysis comprises a variety of problems that have become increasingly im-
portant in practical applications like medicine, finance or meteorology [26, 18, 12]. Typical tasks include
signal segmentation as well as classification [11, 2]. The literature contains a broad catalogue of time series
classification methods that include distance as well as feature-based techniques [13, 23]. For the current
state of the art time series classification algorithms, see [2] for reference. These algorithms learn internal
representations from labelled time series in order to classify new ones. Therefore, in their original formu-
lation they are not applicable to solve unsupervised time series problems like motif or discord discovery,
signal segmentation or change point detection. [4, 16, 27]. These tasks however, become more relevant as
the amount of unlabelled sensor data grows. We intend to tackle unsupervised time series problems by
adapting the applied principals used for time series classification.

We propose to study a novel self-supervised learning approach inspired by preceding work on change
analysis from Hido, S. et al. [10]. The main idea is to split a time series into two consecutive segments at
increasing offsets (split points) and attach the hypothetical label (-1) to the first segment and (+1) to the
second segment for each split. Every segment is further divided into a set of labelled windows. This creates
a labelled dataset with which a time series classification algorithm is trained and evaluated. By repeating
this process with different splits, we create a classification score profile with the corresponding classification
accuracies for each split point. The classifier should detect pure self-similar segments due to their related
statistical properties and classify them with significantly higher classification accuracy compared to more
diverse segments. Therefore, the profile should display the self-similarity for all splits and its minima and
maxima may be useful for solving the aforementioned unsupervised learning tasks.

In change point detection, a time series captures a physical process that conceptually contains a number
of discrete states that are separated by transitions. Discrete states are coherent regions in time series with
recognizable statistical properties or temporal patterns. Transitions or change points are abrupt shifts
in physical processes due to external events. The change point detection problem is further to locate
the k change points in a time series that segment it into m coherent regions. Change point detection
can be applied in a number of important use cases. In medical condition monitoring for instance, a
patient’s physiological variables like heart rate or electroencephalogram (EEG) are continuously monitored
and analysed in order to detect trends and anomalies. Change point detection can assist the analysis
to identify epilepsy or sleep problems [20, 25]. Another use case is human activity analysis where time
series sensor data from accelerometers is used to capture human behaviour like ”stay”, ”walk” or ”jog”.
Change point detection can be used to identify the activities and gather insight on health status or provide
activity-aware services [6].

In this study project, we investigate the change point detection problem with classification score profiles
and different time series classifiers for one change point (k = 1) in order to implement the basic research
needed to solve more complex unsupervised time series tasks. We expect the global maxima in a classifi-
cation score profile to capture one change point as the split point with the highest classification accuracy
divides a time series into the two most self-similar segments.
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2 Background

In this section we formally define physical processes, time series and the change point detection problem.

1 A physical process P = (S,C) has two or more discrete states s1, ..., sm ∈ S that are pairwise
separated by a change point (si, sk) ∈ C ⊆ S × S.

2 A time series T = t1, ..., tn is a temporally ordered sequence of real-valued measurements from a
sensor that measures an observable output of a process P . A window Ti,k = ti, ..., tk is a subsequence
from a time series T with 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ n. A segmentation of a time series T is an ordered sequence
of consecutive windows T1,i, ..., Tk,n with splits at increasing offsets.

3 Given a time series T that captures a physical process P = (S,C), the change point detection problem
is to segment T into an ordered sequence of segments T1,i, ..., Tk,n so that the transition between two
consecutive segments represents a change point in C.

Figure 1: Accelerometer x-axis sensor data from the HASC Challenge 2011[14]

Figure 2: An exemplary classification score profile for Figure 1

As an example for Definitions 1-3 we consider the process of a human being who first ”stays” and
then ”walks”. The process Pa = (Sa, Ca) contains the states Sa = {stay, walk} and the change point
Ca = {(stay, walk)}. Figure 1 shows a time series Ta from an accelerometer that captures Pa. The change
point detection problem in this case would be to find the change point at 1250 ms that divides Ta into
the ordered sequence of segments Ta1,1250 and Ta1251,2300. Figure 2 shows a synthetic classification score
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profile for Figure 1. The x-axis constitutes the increasing offsets k that split Ta into two consecutive
segments and the y-axis illustrates the corresponding classification accuracies for each split point. The
global maxima in Figure 2 approximately captures the change point in Ta because it divides Ta into the
two pure self-similar segments ”stay” and ”walk”. Split points left to the change point divide Ta into the
first segment that captures ”stay” and the second segment that captures ”stay” and ”walk”. Therefore,
a time series classification algorithm confuses windows from the first and second segment which leads to
lower classification accuracy. Analogously, split points right to the change point lead to a decrease in
accuracy as well.

3 Related Work

Unsupervised time series problems like motif or discord discovery as well as signal segmentation and
change point detection have been mostly researched using unsupervised methods. For instance, a matrix
profile creates an ordered set of all subsequences of length k for a given time series. For every subsequence, it
finds the nearest neighbour subsequence (closest match) using euclidean distance and stores the results in a
vector called matrix profile [27]. A number of algorithms have been proposed to efficiently calculate matrix
profiles and to solve unsupervised learning tasks based on matrix profiles [28]. The nearest neighbour
subsequences as well as the corresponding distances in matrix profiles can be leveraged to find time series
motifs, discords or change points. Gharghabi, S. et al. for instance, use the proximity of nearest neighbour
subsequence matches to create an arc curve from which self-similar regions and change points can be
determined [8].

A variety of other change point detection methodologies have been studied before. A large fraction of
the research is focused on specialised approaches in fields like motion capture or electrical power demand or
domain-agnostic unsupervised methods that are commonly used to discover patterns in time series based
on statistical features [19, 22]. Likelihood ratio methods for instance, split time series into consecutive
segments and compare the corresponding probability distributions [15]. If these are significantly different,
the segments are coherent regions separated by change points. Kernel based methods further split time
series into sliding windows and use a kernel-based test statistic to determine the homogeneity between
windows in order to detect change points [9]. Graph based methods infer graphs from time series by using
the observations as nodes and distances between observations as edges [3]. Common graph structures
include minimum spanning trees or nearest neighbour graphs [7]. These methods then split the graphs
repeatedly at different observations into sub graphs and compare how mutually connected they are in order
to assess if a split is a change point.

Supervised change point detection algorithms have not been studied as much. Such methods can use
statistical or temporal features extracted from time series windows in order to train a classifier to recognize
coherent regions separated by change points. For instance, binary classification methods train on features
from pre-labelled time series segments that capture a state or a transition to detect transitions in unseen
segments [5]. Multi-label classification methods further use the same idea but classify the exact state
or transition between two states. Self-supervised change point detection methods have not been studied
before to the best of our knowledge. Hido, S. et al. classify different datasets from the same feature
space with hypothetical labels in order to detect concept drifts and interpret potential changes [10]. We
propose to extend this methodology by attaching hypothetical labels to windows from consecutive time
series segments and using a time series classifier to discriminate self-similar regions separated by change
points.
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A multitude of time series classification algorithms have been proposed that include distance as well as
feature-based methods [2]. For instance, the one nearest neighbour algorithm with euclidean distance is
a very simple distance-based whole series classification algorithm. Given a labelled training time series
dataset, it calculates the euclidean distance for a time series query in combination with every training time
series and returns the label from the closest match. Optimizations to this methodology use the dynamic
time warping distance instead of euclidean distance in order to consider time lag [17]. A more sophisticated
feature-based time series classification algorithm is WEASEL. It divides time series into subsequences for
which it calculates the Fourier coefficients and selects a discriminative subset that is discretized with a fixed
alphabet. A time series is thereby transformed into a set of noise-invariant words for which a χ̃2-filtered
histogram is constructed and classified with a logistic regression [24].

4 Classification Score Profiles

A time series classification algorithm conceptually extracts statistical properties or temporal patterns as
features from labelled training time series in order to discriminate different classes. If the extracted features
for each class are statistically distinguishable, the classifier’s predictive power and hence performance is
high. We can use this principal in order to discover self-similar regions in unlabelled time series in the
following way.

Figure 3: Exemplary time series segments T1,k and Tk+1,n with increasing k, annotated with hypothetical
labels -1/+1; accelerometer x-axis sensor data from the HASC Challenge 2011[14]

We split a time series T , |T | = n into two consecutive segments T1,k and Tk+1,n and attach the hypothet-
ical label (-1) to the first segment and (+1) to the second segment. Going on, we divide each segment into
a set of labelled windows with a fixed length and thereby create a two class dataset. We can further split
the segments into a training and test subset and fit a time series classification algorithm with the training
windows and assess its accuracy with the test windows. If the segments T1,k and Tk+1,n are self-similar and
the window length and stride is sufficient to capture the similarities, the time series classification accuracy
for the test set should be significantly higher compared to more diverse segments. Thus, the classification
accuracy should correlate with the homogeneity of the two segments. See Figure 3 (centre) as an example
for self-similar segments T1,k and Tk+1,n.

We can repeat this process for all segments T1,k and Tk+1,n with 1 < k < n and create a classification
score profile CSP = a2, ..., an−1 with the corresponding accuracies ak for every split k. See Figure 3 again
for an exemplary illustration. CSP is a time series itself and conceptually illustrates to which degree T
can be split into two self-similar regions at position k. We can potentially use the minima and maxima in
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classification score profiles as a mean to detect anomalies and regularities in time series which can assist
in solving the aforementioned unsupervised time series problems.

5 Change Point Detection with Classification Score Profiles

In this study project, we want to explore classification score profiles for change point detection. Going
on, we specify which problem we want to research in detail and how we want to apply and evaluate
classification score profiles as a solution.

5.1 Problem Definition and Solution

We consider a time series T , |T | = n as an ordered sequence of real-valued measurements that captures
a physical process P = (S,C), |C| = 1 with two discrete states separated by one change point. In this
instance, the change point detection problem is to locate the change point position k that segments T into
the ordered sequence of segments T1,k, Tk+1,n. We propose to solve this problem in the following way. We
split T into all segments T1,k and Tk+1,n with 1 < k < n. We further divide each segment into a set of
windows and annotate them with labels (-1) for the first segment and (+1) for the second segment. We
classify the windows with a time series classification algorithm and determine the classification performance
with a cross validation ranked with classification scores such as accuracy or the F1-score. We repeat this
process for every k and create a classification score profile CSP with the corresponding classification
performances. Lastly, we report the position of the global maxima in CSP as the change point. See Figure
2 again for a synthetic example.

5.2 Open Problems

The aforementioned solution contains a number of open problems that we must investigate to use clas-
sification score profiles to detect one change point in time series. The following list comprises an overview
about our main research questions:

1 In order to divide time series segments into windows, we need to determine the window length
and stride that is sufficient to capture the similarities in the segments. A typical solution to this
problem is hyper parameter selection with cross validation. The cross validation must consider all
classification scores in a profile to choose the optimal window length and stride.

2 The time series classification algorithm determines how self-similar two segments are. We have
to choose a suitable classifier that is able to detect similar temporal patterns. Candidate algorithms
include nearest neighbour classification with euclidean or dynamic time warping distance as well as
BOSS and WEASEL [17, 23, 24].

3 The time series classifier parameters vary based on the selected classification algorithm and impact
the runtime and classification performance. Hyper parameter choice is non-trivial for domain-agnostic
time series applications and is typically solved with cross validation as well. We must consider the
entire classification score profile in the cross validation in order to choose optimal classifier parameters.

4 The classification score is reported in the classification score profile as the degree of self-similarity
for each split. Therefore, we must select a score that satisfies this property and considers class-
imbalance as the segments have changing size which leads to an imbalanced amount of windows per
segment. Commonly used classification scores include accuracy or the F1-score.
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5 The scalability and robustness of unsupervised time series algorithms determine their applicabil-
ity for real-world applications. Our design choices must be scalable and the classification performance
should be invariant to time series superposed with white noise. For instance, the one nearest neigh-
bour algorithm can use a precomputed matrix profile in order to predict hypothetical labels by
re-labelling the matrix profile for each split point.

Aside from these open problems, there is also a multitude of optimizations we will look into like time
series preprocessing, potential segmentation space pruning and parallelization. If the presented method-
ology solves the problem of identifying one change point in time series sufficiently, we believe that the
generalization of detecting k change points and further finding change points with an unknown k in time
series is possible.

5.3 Evaluation

In order to assess the performance of our solution, we implement it in Python and evaluate it with the
change point detection dataset and the metric published by Gharghabi et al. [8].

Time Series Name Length Change Point

Cane 5340 2345
DutchFactory 8761 2184

EEGRat 2000 1000
EEGRat2 2000 1000

GrandMalSeizures 18432 8200
GrandMalSeizures2 10433 4550

InsectEPG1 17001 3802
InsectEPG2 10001 1800
InsectEPG3 7001 1710
InsectEPG4 19001 3160
NogunGun 7383 3000

PigInternalBleeding-
DatasetAirwayPressure 14973 7501

PigInternalBleeding-
DatasetArtPressureFluidFilled 14973 7501

PigInternalBleedingDatasetCVP 14973 7501
Powerdemand 7682 4500

PulsusParadoxusECG1 17521 10000
PulsusParadoxusECG2 17521 10000
PulsusParadoxusSP02 17521 10000
RoboticDogActivityX 12699 8699
RoboticDogActivityY 14699 10699
RoboticDogActivityZ 11000 4000
SuddenCardiacDeath2 12001 3250
SuddenCardiacDeath3 12001 3250

TiltABP 40000 25000
TiltECG 40000 25000

Table 1: Specification of the 25 time series in the change point
detection dataset [8]

Table 1 specifies the 25 time series in
the dataset. Every time series captures a
biological, mechanical or synthetic pro-
cess and has one change point in the
start, centre or end region. We create a
classification score profile CSP for each
time series T, |T | = n and calculate the
normalized distance dfound,true between
the found and true change point position
cpfound or rather cptrue in the following
way:

dfound,true =
|cpfound−cptrue|

n

We compare the performance of clas-
sification score profiles with FLOSS and
Autoplait and rank the results based
on the normalized distance dfound,true
[8, 21]. In addition, we evaluate the in-
fluence of the window length, the time
series classification algorithm as well as
the classification score. Furthermore,
we present colour pump failure from the
durst Gamma XD printer series as a pre-
dictive maintenance use case and discuss
possible extensions to our solution we
plan to investigate in future work.
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